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If you are living in Edmonton, Alberta looking for a second vehicle, it is advisable to purchase a pre-
owned one. Many people are surprised at how much money they could save from a still relatively
decent vehicle just by doing their homework. If you happen to be looking for a Sports Utility Vehicle
(SUV), it is advisable that you check on the manufacturer first, as some car makers are more
reliable than others.

One such considerably reliable SUV manufacturer is the Japanese brand Subaru. Subaru is noted
for creating SUVs that are both stylish and at the same time fun to drive. This brand is also noted for
having excellent crash test scores. If you are looking for a Subaru SUV from Edmonton dealerships,
it wouldnâ€™t be too difficult to find one. Listed below are just a few recommended Subaru SUVs that
are valued at less than $30,000 in Edmonton dealerships.

2008 Subaru Forester

Internet Price: $18,995

The 2008 Subaru Forrester is something that Edmonton motorists might enjoy if they are looking for
a decent four-door SUV. Some critics have noted that the 2008 edition is quite enjoyable to drive
and, reportedly, has superb crash test scores, which makes it ideal as a family car. It also comes
with an automatic transmission and a 3.6 Liter H-6 cylinder engine.

2008 Subaru Tribeca

Internet Price: $22,995

Those who are looking for a stylish SUV that is easy to maneuver might want to check out the 2008
Subaru Tribeca. This four-door SUV just might be recommended by Subaru dealers Edmonton
residents can count on for its elegant interiors and compact size that makes for effortless
maneuverability. The vehicleâ€™s improved 3.6 Liter H-6 cylinder engine makes for a smooth drive,
especially if you factor in some fairly good safety features and the automatic transmission.

2010 Subaru Forester

Internet Price: $25,995

Those who are considering an upgrade of their older Subaru models might want to check out the
2010 edition Forrester. Any Subaru dealer Edmonton motorists trust might recommend this one as it
received fairly good reviews from car experts. It improved from its predecessors with its roomy
cargo space, strong engine, and outstanding safety scores.

If you are looking for a decent SUV then itâ€™s best that you narrow down your choices to a Subaru. If
you disagree with the picks listed above, you might want to consult Subaru dealers in Edmonton so
you can find a vehicle that best suit your needs. You could also check out autos.ca/used-car-
reviews and ca.autos.yahoo.com.
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